
Casa dei Bambini Programme Overview
Younger children possess a remarkable ability to absorb the world that surrounds them. Maria
Montessori believed that the years from three to six are the most critical period for nurturing a child’s
natural curiosity and for laying the foundation for all future development.

The goals of the IMS Casa dei Bambini programme are to foster independence and to support children
in moving towards a mastery of self and the environment. The classrooms are prepared Montessori
environments designed to encourage children to develop a love of learning and trust in their own ability
to find the answers to their questions. The programme includes practical life, sensorial, language,
mathematics, science, geography, music, art, physical education / movement and cultural activities in a
fully bilingual environment.

Practical Life
Category Sample Exercises Description

Preliminary
Exercises

● Opening & Closing
Boxes and Bottles

● Stringing Beads

● Pouring
● Folding Cloths
● Cutting

The Practical Life exercises form the foundation of
classroom development as they aid the child to develop
concentration, work habits, independence and fine motor
skills necessary for future academic skills. They assist the
child’s whole development: physical, mental, and moral.
They form a part of the daily programme of “activity” in the
day of each child in the environment.

Over the three-year programme, children begin with
preliminary exercises, which isolate particular skills, and
then extend to first simple and then more complex
exercises in each of the categories of practical life exercises.

Initially, practical life exercises meet the internal needs of
the child to perfect movement, build working memory and
cognitive capacity, and gain independence. By the third
year, children are perfecting advanced skills, such as
embroidery, tying bows, or walking the line with balance
and grace, and using the activities to care for the
environment and meet the needs of the social group.

Care of Self
● Polishing Shoes
● Dressing Frames

● Snack Preparation

Movement
● Walking on the Line
● Walking on the Line

with Objects
● Silence Game

Care of the
Environment

● Sweeping
● Polishing
● Washing a Table

● Sewing
● Care of Plants
● Arranging Flowers

Grace &
Courtesy

● Greeting
● Offering
● Interrupting

● Sneezing/Yawning
/Coughing



Sensorial
Category Sample Exercises Description

Visual Sense
(Size)

● Cylinder Blocks
● Pink Tower
● Brown Stair
● Red Rods

● Bi/Trinomial Cubes
● Decanomial Square
● Small Metal Insets
● Knobless Cylinders

Children from 3 to 6 years of age are sensorial explorers
and are in an intense sensitive period for the development
and refinement of their senses. The Montessori sensorial
materials allow the child to explore, refine, and classify
their sensorial experiences and abilities. The materials
isolate each sense and provide a sequence of experiences
that lead the children to match, grade, and ultimately name
and label each sensorial experience or quality.

The exercises for the visual discrimination of size explore
variances in three, two, and then one dimension, providing
a foundation for the understanding of quantity and
countability. Work in the second and third year also
includes explorations of design, construction, and fractions.

Likewise, the children explore primary, secondary, and
tertiary colours and their gradations, as well as basic
shapes, polygons, quadrilaterals, triangles, and curvilinear
shapes. The work with the tactile materials meets a strong
need to refine the sense of touch at this stage of
development. In addition, the complex sense work related
to sense of weight, temperature, and ability to differentiate
3-dimensional objects maximises the children’s sensitivity
in these areas. Refinement of tone, volume, and quality of
sound are refined with the sound cylinders and bells across
the three years of the programme, with exploration of
smells and tastes also completed in the later years.

Visual Sense
(Colour)

● Colour Box 1
● Colour Box 2
● Colour Box 3

● Matching colours
to the environment

● Grading shades

Visual Sense
(Shape)

● Geometry
Cabinet

● Botany Cabinet

● Constructive
Triangles

● Roman Arch

Tactile,
Thermic, Baric,
Stereognostic

● Touch Boards
● Touch Tablets
● Baric Tablets

● Thermic Tablets
● Geometric Solids
● Mystery Bag

Auditory,
Olfactory,
Gustatory

● Sound Cylinders
● Bells

● Smelling Bottles
● Tasting Bottles



Language
Category Sample Exercises (English, Chinese, Both) Description

Spoken
Language

● Songs & Rhymes
● Stories & Poems
● Question Games

● Daily Discussions
● Classified Cards
● Sound Games

Our dynamic spoken language environment provides the
foundation for development in both English and Chinese
and is essential for later writing and reading. Oral language
development happens across the 3-year programme, with
English and Chinese teachers engaging the children in
presentations and conversation throughout the day.
Teachers give presentations across all areas of the
programme exposing children to all of the related
vocabulary and concepts in both languages.

Children’s hands are prepared for writing through Practical
Life and Sensorial Exercises and by perfecting tracing and
shading with the Metal Insets. Their mind is prepared in
English with Sound Games, Sandpaper Letters, and the
Moveable Alphabet, and in Chinese with Moveable
Characters, Sandpaper Characters, Strokes and Radicals.
Through the 2nd and 3rd years, children progress from
writing letters and characters on the chalkboard to
sentences and stories on paper.

The process of reading in English builds from the analysis of
sounds in the Sound Games, to association with the
Sandpaper Letters, and culminates in the synthesis of
words’ component sounds with the Phonetic & Phonogram
Object Boxes. Sight words and complex reading are
explored through the Classified Reading and Word Study
exercises. Chinese reading starts with the direct association
of characters to known objects and extends through
repeated use of labels, moveable characters, and the
analysis of characters and radicals. As children progress
through the 3rd year, they explore the parts of speech in
both languages and begin sentence analysis.

Written
Language

● Sandpaper
Letters /
Characters

● Moveable
Alphabet /
Characters/Labels

● Metal Insets
● Sandpaper Strokes

● Chalkboard
● Writing on Paper
● Expressive

Writing

Reading
● Phonetic Words
● Phonograms
● Characters

● Sentences
● Reading

Booklets
● Definition Stages

Word Study
● Compound Words
● Synonyms &

Antonyms

● Prefixes &
Suffixes

● Homophones
● Radicals

Function of
Words

● Article Game
● Measure Words
● Adjective Game

● Conjunction
Game

● Verbs & Adverbs

Reading Analysis
● Analysing Simple

Sentences

● Analysing Simple
Sentences with
indirect objects



Mathematics
Category Sample Exercises Description

Numbers to Ten

● Sandpaper
Numbers

● Number Rods &
Cards

● Spindle Boxes
● Cards &

Counters
● Memory Game

Following extensive work exploring size and dimension in
the Sensorial Area, children begin formal work in
mathematics with the Number Rods, at about four years of
age. Children explore several concepts, including
countability, odd & even, and zero as they repeat the
exercises for numbers to ten.

After this work, they proceed with linear counting for
numbers first to 100 and then to 1,000, which also includes
the exploration of squaring, cubing, and multiples. In
parallel to this work, children use the golden beads and
cards to make numbers up to 9,999 and engage in
small-group activities for simple and dynamic addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and short and long division.

From this extensive work with concrete materials, children
in the 3rd year continue to the more abstract exploration of
the four operations with the Stamp Game, Dot Game, and
later with the Small and Large Bead frames. They also work
with an increasingly abstract exploration of the number
facts for single digit addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division, eventually leading to the memorisation of
those number facts. This work also consolidates an
understanding of the relationships between the 4
operations and their resultant number facts. Finally,
sensorial impressions of fractions, the associated
operations,  and numbers to 1,000,000 are explored.

Linear & Skip
Counting

● Teens: Quantity &
Symbol

● Tens: Quantity &
Symbol

● 100 & 1000
Chains

● Squaring Chains
● Cubing Chains

Decimal System
& Operations

● Golden Beads &
Cards: Numbers to
9,999

● Golden Beads &
Cards: 4 operations
(+, -, x,÷)

● Stamp Game:
4 operations
(+, -, x, ÷)

● Dot Game:
Dynamic + with
Several Addends

Memorisation
of Tables
(Number Facts)

● +,- Snake Game
● +,- Strip Board
● Multiplication

Bead Bars

● Multiplication &
Division Boards

● +, -, x, ÷ Charts

Abstraction &
Fractions

● Small Bead Frame
(+,-)

● Large Bead Frame
(x)

● Hierarchy of #’s
to 1,000,000

● Fractions:
Names

● Fractions: 4
Operations



Culture
Category Sample Exercises Description

Geography &
History

● Land & Water Forms
● Globes
● Map of the World
● Maps of Continents

● Geography
Folders

● Flags
● Clock Work

The cultural activities offer children the opportunity to
explore the world and culture around them while also
providing the impetus for a continued explosion in oral and
written language, both in English and Chinese.

The geography work begins with a sensorial exploration of
land and water and progresses to learning the names,
locations, and shapes of the continents, oceans, and
countries of the world. The flora, fauna, topography,
climate, and cultures associated with the countries and
continents are also explored.

Progressing from familiar to unfamiliar, the children use a
series of classified cards, puzzles, and related activities to
explore both zoology and botany. In the 1st year, these are
oral and sensorial exploration of nomenclature,
characteristics, and classification. For the older child, these
activities extend into reading, writing, and research.

A variety of art media are used over the course of the
3-year programme, in accordance with the development of
the child’s fine-motor skills and artistic sensitivities.

Musical engagement with song and rhythm begins from the
first days of the Casa dei Bambini programme and
progresses to the use of rhythm instruments and the
exploration of the C chromatic scale with the bells.

Biology &
Botany

● Parts of the Body
● Living & Nonliving
● Types & Needs of

Plants
● Parts of Plants

● Types of Animals
● Parts of Animals
● Definitions of

Plant & Animal
Parts

Art

● Watercolour
● Patels
● Charcoal
● Collage

● Crafts
● Clay
● Classified Cards

of Art & Artists

Science
● Weather & Seasons
● Magnetic &

Non-magnetic

● Sink & Float
● Science

Experiments

Music
● Rhythm Instruments
● Bells: Matching,

Grading, & Songs

● Classified Cards
of Instruments &
Composers



Measurement Systems

● The Montessori Method is a well established approach to education and development. It has been used for over 110
years in countries across the world and is perhaps the single most widely used approach to early childhood education.

● Teachers have an ongoing cycle of lesson plans and record keeping for children across all areas of the programme.
● The creation and refinement of these lesson plans are based on detailed and strategic observations of individual

children and the class as a whole, and on the teachers’ interactions with the children during individual and small-group
presentations.

● Montessori teachers have a precise and up-to-date knowledge of each child’s progress, because their knowledge is
based on direct experience of the child interacting with the materials, which allows them to see which aspects of a
particular exercise are causing challenges for the child.

● IMS has two trained teachers in every class, approximately on a 1 to 12 ratio, which greatly improves the teachers ability
to observe, present, interact with, assess, and support children, in comparison with most school models.

● Teachers stay with children over the 3-year cycle which results in a much deeper understanding and connection with
each child and again results in more nuanced, targeted, and effective support of the child’s efforts and learning.

● Montessori materials include built-in controls of error and many of the advanced materials have accompanying control
charts so that children can check for themselves if they have, for example, made an error in their multiplication
equations or in labeling the countries of South America or parts of a reptile. Such an approach allows the teacher to not
only see the child's progress, but also to see how the child copes with, and learns from, the errors that are such an
important step in learning. Most importantly, this approach allows children to make discoveries in their own learning
and fosters a healthy and self-directed approach to self-improvement.

● Teachers guide the children through each part of the programme according to the prescribed standards of the
Association Montessori Internationale (AMI) training and our IMS consensus, based on the specific observed
development of each child and the understanding of children’s natural progression of development, and the sensitive
periods which motivate that development.

● If at any stage, a child appears to be experiencing challenges that are beyond the expected range of development for
their age, our curriculum team will make further observations, and we will inform parents directly of any concerns.

● Our team of over 75 AMI trained professionals provides a robust network to accurately inform teacher practice and the
ongoing assessment and support of each child.

Expectations

The Montessori Method of education was developed to support a child’s natural love of learning, and their natural drive to
adapt, to be independent, and to continually improve. Over the course of a full three-year Casa dei Bambini cycle, children
typically make the following advancements in development in the Casa dei Bambini environment:

● Establish strong work habits with the ability to independently make challenging work choices; persist through
challenges to complete lengthy cycles of activity; enter periods of substantial concentration; and to seek out
appropriate support when help is needed.

● Become confident communicators in both languages, able to negotiate conflict and build friendships on a personal level
and also speak in front of a group of children and engage in large group discussions.

● Comfortably read and write in both languages, with good comprehension and a broad vocabulary base.
● Have a solid impression of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, the numbers to 9,999, and squaring and

cubing. They will also be working towards memorising the number facts for the four operations with single digits and
have an impression of fractions.

● Have explored a broad range of materials related to the animals, plants, climates, cultures, peoples, countries,
continents and land and water formations of the world.

● Able to engage in creative expression with a variety of artistic media from paints and charcoal to clay and embroidery.
Capable of matching and grading tones in the C chromatic scale and playing songs on the bells.

● Demonstrate coordinated large body movements and precision in fine motor skills.
● Have refined senses and the ability to name and classify their sensorial experiences.
● Show an awareness of the needs of others around them and proactively care for the classroom environment.
● Demonstrate confidence and compassion as a leader and willingly take on responsibility.


